**Butterfly Puddler**

**Supplies:**
- Pie tins or shallow dishes
- Sponges or flat river rocks
- String or twine
- Decorative beads
- Water and sugar (9:1 water to sugar ratio) or fresh fruit in water

1. Poke 2 or 4 evenly spaced holes around edge of the pie tin.
2. Thread string through the holes, and add beads to the string for decoration.
3. Tie all of the strands together at the top, and add fruit or a sugar water mixture to attract butterflies.

**IMPORTANT:**
Even in shallow dishes, butterflies need places to perch to drink the water, so remember the flat rocks or sponges.

Butterfly nectar-- In a small saucepan bring 1 cup of water to a boil, stir in sugar and simmer until dissolved. Remove from heat and cool completely.
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